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BEIGE VINTAGE MILK
FROTHER

Model: 2878/03
Code: 00C287803AR0
EAN: 8003705113954

The Ariete Vintage milk frother is the new generation milk frother that mixes your favourite hot and cold
beverages: a single button to heat up and froth. Milk frother and hot drink mixer, but also a mixer for
cold drinks such as iced coffees, milkshakes, foamed milk, etc. The cappuccino whisk froths up to 140
ml of milk and the stick whisk mixes up to 250 ml of liquids. The spout is ideal for easily pouring the
contents. The non-stick interior coating is easy to clean with a simple sponge, ready for making a new
drink. Ariete makes iconic and functional products: the Vintage Line combines Italian design with the
ease of use that is the hallmark of Ariete, leader in breakfast products.

The Ariete Vintage milk frother is the new generation milk frother that mixes your favourite hot
and cold beverages: a single button to heat up and froth
MULTIFUNCTION: milk frother and hot drink mixer, but also a mixer for cold drinks such as
iced coffees, milkshakes, foamed milk, etc.
VERSATILE: the cappuccino whisk froths up to 140 ml of milk and the stick whisk mixes up to
250 ml of liquids. The spout is ideal for easily pouring the contents
EASY TO CLEAN: the non-stick interior coating is easy to clean with a simple sponge, ready for
making a new drink

Product specifications

Conformity Marks CE

Product length 9.50 cm

Product width 9.50 cm

Product height 22.00 cm

Product weight 0.87 Kg
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Box weight 1.13 Kg

Master weight 9.62 Kg

Master pieces 8

Pallet pieces 288

20 container pieces 5976

40 container pieces 12312

40H container pieces 13320
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